GETTING STARTED...

To enter an activity, select *Enter New Activity* from the dropdown.
Select activity type from the dropdown menu and complete appropriate fields. *Fields are required
Activity Type…

PROCEDURES

This form is used to record individual patient encounters.

De-identified information from the procedures forms, such as diagnosis and procedures, is included in the benchmarking database to allow for aggregate data reporting.
Activity Type…

CLINICAL

This form enables fellows to record the daily number of clinical patient evaluations, diagnostic studies ordered, and clinical procedures performed.
Activity Type...

ACADEMIC

This form allows fellows to record and track the number of hours receiving didactic instruction and as presenters and teachers.

You must indicate the duration and your role for the activity to be included in the appropriate section of T-Res Goals report 094.

ROLE
Learner (Academic Section of report 094) Any activities selected will be recorded in the didactic hours category. “Lecture” will be counted towards both lecture and didactic hours.

Presenter/Teacher (Fellow’s Presentations/Teaching section of report 094)
Activity Type…

RESEARCH

Fellows are required to be involved in research activities. This form enables fellows to record research activities in a format that is easy to export into a CV.